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Astronorny for Young ared Old: A Beginner's Guide to the Visible Sky,
by !(alter Kraul; tanslated from German and edited by Christian Maclean
(Floris Books, Edinburgh), zor4. Pp. 164,22.5 x 2r cm. Price dr4-99 l$z+.gS
(paperback, ISBN 978 r78z5o c.46 g).

The subtitle is perhaps more descriptive of the contents; this is essentially
a book on naked-eye spherical astronomy. (lhe original German title is
Erscheinungen atn Sternenhimmel, fot which not the most literal but perhaps the
best translation is "(visual) phenomena on the celestial sphere".) However, the
title itself is also apt: although essentially no lcrowledge of astronomy and little
of mathematics is assumed, the text is equally suitable for the curious school-
child and someone much older.The back cover mentions *rat the author taught
at the Rudolf Steiner school in Munich, which put me on guard. Fortunately,
one notices little anthroposophic influence on the text, which is very good
and obviously written by someone who understands thoroughly what he is
describing. Although there are many books at roughly the same level, rhis one
covers essentially all that the amateur astronomer needs to know about naked-
e)'e astronomy.

The book is divided into four parts (and, unusually for a book of this length
but quite usefully, has three more levels of division): the stars; the Sun; the
Moon; planets, comets, and meteors. The emphasis is on what cao be seen with
the naked eye; binoculars and telescopes are mentioned only a few times in
passing, as are lJranus and Neptune. For the same reason, there is little on
the physical composition of celestial bodies. (In general rhis is fine, though
mentioning Thomson-\(idmannstd.tten structures in meteorites without
any explanation of their origin is a bit puzzling.) Descriptions are followed
by physical explanations; for example the phenomenon of retrograde morion
is explained with diagrams showing how it comes about. (This is done in the
context of the heliocentric model; epicycles and so on are not mentioned.
In general, there is little historical background, with a coupie of exceptions
mentioned below.)

The book begins by discussing the daily rotation of the Earth, constellations
(including the zodiac in its own chapter), and asterisms, and introduces
important concepts such as sidereal time. The discussion of the movement
of the Sun includes most of the concepts of orbital kinematics, including the
precession of the equinoxes; aurorae and rainbows @oth of course caused
by the Sun) are also discussed in this part of the book. The third parr about
the Moon continues the discussion of orbital kinematics, including a good
discussion of nodes and their precession. Only in the flnal part, on pianets,
comets and meteors, is there more than a brief mention of historical topics. In
particular, Kepler's attempt to relate the relative distances of the planets to the
Platonic solids and theTitius-Bode law are presented. It seems a bit strange to
choose those two from the many historical topics which would fit into a book
like this, should one wanr to mention any at all" These were perhaps chosen
because the author sees them as 'remarkable', though he does note that neither
is quite accurate.

The production, appearancer and iayout ofthe book are superb. Stand-alone
boxes on various topics complement the main naffative and most chapters
have an additional summary box. There are rzg figures, of which only r7 are
photographs (three of these are of historical works of art)J and the remaining
trz are sketches. All but some of the line drawings and two historical engravings
are in colour.The sketches, by exaggerating important aspects, show the subject
more clearly than photographs could, without being too unrealistic. A list of
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books for further reading is provided, many from rhe same publisher (Floris
Books).These are all in English, though a couple are by authors with German
names Q don't know if these are translations or books written in English). I
haven't read the original so I don't know whether this list is different from that
in the original, though presumably it is. (The original was published in zooz;
the fact that the book mentions the Chelyabinsk meteor shows that this is not
a direct translation, but that the book has indeed been edited as we11.) Well-
lmown names such as Ian Ridpath and Dava Sobel appear alongside unfamiliar
(to me) ones, many of them on books from the same publisher. The index is
only two-and-one-halfpages, but thar is suffrcient-

There are relatively few typographical errors and only a few minor factuai
mistakes: although correct in the text, Fig. zz shows the Small Magellanic
Cioud in Hydrus rather than Tucana; there are more cases of half-hour dme
zones than mentioned and no mention is made of quarter-hour time zones; the
author suggests that the value of the AU was nor known at all before modern
times, when in fact even the Ancient Greeks had at ieast a rough idea; his
explanation for the source of meteor light is at best incompiete.

More troubling are some references to pseudoscience. Astrologers are
described, with no further qualification, as "those who study the influence of
stars on human life" during a discussion of the precession of the equinoxes.
ttr7hile it might be appropriate to mention that this is the reason for the
discrepancy between zodiacal constellations and astrological signs, it shouid at
least be mentioned that astrology is no longer considered scientific (especially
since outdated concepts are rarely mentioned otherwise). If this were the only
such reference, it could be excused as perhaps just unclear, but later in rhe text
it is mentioned that the Moon is "said to influence plant growth, animals and
even human behaviour". I(rhile the "said to" might suggest that rhe author is
merely noting that some people believe this, the fact that he mentions it at all,
then goes on to say that further discussion "would go far beyond the scope
of this book" indicates otherwise. Later there is a box on asffological aspects)
which seems somewhat gratuitous. Mentioning that the planets rvere associated
with days and metals is something one often flnds in similar books; adding
colours, trees, grains, and (truman) organs goes too far, especially since the
nearby text mentions that "[t]hese were not random connections but showed
an insight into the nature and character of each planet and its counterpart".
FinallR a biodlrramic calendar is mentioned in the further-reading list and the
last page is a full-page advert for the same.

I read several roughiy similar books when my age in years was measured with
a single digit. This book covers more than most such books, is well written and
illustrated, and was enjoyable to read. I would iike to recommend it, but cannot
because of the uncritical mention of astrology and other pseudoscientific topics.
These take up a negligible portion of the book, but the impression is created
that they are just as legitimate as the other topics. Since the author obviously
has a good working knowledge of astronomy, it cannor have escaped his
attention that essentially the entire astronomicai community would find these
topics at best out of place in such a book. Short of leaving them out entireln it
would have been more honest for the author to at least mention that his views
in this area are not main-stream. I am left with the impression that an otherwise
excellent book contains some flfth-column topics whose goal is to attract into
pseudoscience those curious about astronomy. My experience is that astrology
and biodynamic agriculture are often associated with other pseudoscientiflc
beliefs such as that vaccines are more harmful rhan tle diseases they protect
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against, rvhich in several cases has ied to otherwise avoidable deaths in children,
who have no say in the matter. I thus can't see even just a few brief references
to pseudoscience as harmless. Many who cr:uld learn much from this book will
probably have litt1e scientiflc background in areas other than astronomy as well;
it would be a shame if readers were led down the wrong road, but it is also a

shame that an otherwise excellent book is thus tarnished. - PHIIIIP HEBIG.
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